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Abstract— The concept of triple connected graphs with real 

life application was introduced in [7] by considering  the 

existence of a path consists of any three vertices of a fuzzy 

graph G.In[4]   G.Mahadevan et.al., was introduced the 

concepts of triple connected domination number of a graph. 

In this paper we introduce a new domination parameter 

called triple connected equitable domination number of a 

fuzzy graph. A subset S of V of a graph G is said to be fuzzy 

triple connected equitable dominating set. If S is equitable 

dominating set and the induced subgraph   is triple 

connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all triple 

connected equitable dominating sets is called the fuzzy 

triple connected equitable domination number .We 

determine this number for some standard fuzzy graphs. Its 

relationship with other fuzzy graph theoretical parameters is 

also investigated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fuzzy graphs were introduced by Rosenfeld [8] ten years 

after Zadeh’s Landmark paper “fuzzy sets”[12] .Fuzzy 

graph theory is now finding numerous applications in 

modern science and technology  especially in the fields  of 

Information theory, neural networks, expert systems, Cluster 

analysis, control theory, etc. Fuzzy  modeling  is an essential 

tool in all branches of science, engineering and medicine. 

Rosenfeld has obtained the fuzzy analogues of 

several basic graph-theoretic concepts like bridge, paths, 

cycles, trees and connectedness and established some of 

their properties .Bhattacharya has established some 

connectivity concepts regarding fuzzy cut nodes and fuzzy 

bridges. The author has also introduced fuzzy groups and 

metric notion in fuzzy graphs. The concept of domination 

and determines the domination number for several fuzzy 

graphs are discussed in [9]. 

In this paper, we introduce the concept of fuzzy 

triple connected equitable dominating set.  

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A fuzzy graph G=   ,  is a pair of functions 

 1,0: V  and  1,0: VV  where for all u, v 

V .We have      vuvu  , . 

   The fuzzy graph H=   ,  is called a fuzzy sub 

graph of G =   ,  if    uu    for all u V  and 

   vuvu ,,    for all u, v V . 

A fuzzy sub graph H=   ,  is said to be a 

spanning fuzzy sub graph of G =   ,  if    uu    

for all u .The two graphs have same fuzzy node set they 

differ only in the arc weights. 

Let G=   ,  be a fuzzy graph and   be any 

fuzzy subset of ,    uu    for all u, then the fuzzy sub 

graph of G=   ,  induced by   the maximal fuzzy sub 

graph of G=   ,  that has fuzzy node set  .The 

complement of a fuzzy graph G=   ,  is a fuzzy graph 

  ,G  where  =  and  vu , =

     vuvu ,   for all u, v in V. 

The strength of a path is defined to be the weight of 

the weakest arc of the path. If a path has length zero, then its 

strength is defined to be  
0

u .The path   is called a 

cycle if .3
0

 nanduu
n

Two nodes that are joined by 

a path are said to be connected. A strongest path joining any 

two nodes u,v is a path corresponding to maximum strength 

between u and v. 

A fuzzy graph is said to be strong fuzzy graph if 

     vuvu  ,  for all u,v in V.A vertex u is said 

to be isolated vertex      vuvu  ,  for all v

 uVv  .A fuzzy graph is said to be complete fuzzy 

graph if all the edges are effective between  every pair of 

vertices and is denoted by 
cf

K .

        vuvuVvuN   ,/
 

 is called  the 

open neighborhood of u and N[u] =    uuN   is the 

closed neighborhood of u. 

A. Fuzzy Dominating Set 

A subset S of V is called a dominating set in G if every 

vertex in V-S is adjacent to at least one vertex in S. The 

minimum cardinality taken over all dominating sets in G is 

called the domination number of G and is denoted by 
f

 .A 

dominating set S of a fuzzy graph G is said to be connected 

dominating set of G if the induced subgraph S  is 

connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all 

connected dominating sets is the connected domination 

number and is denoted by  G
fc

 . 

B. Fuzzy Triple Connected Domionating Set 

A  fuzzy graph G is said to be fuzzy triple connected if any 

three vertices lie on a path in G.A subset S of V of a fuzzy 

graph G is said to be fuzzy triple connected dominating set 

,if S is a dominating set and the induced subgraph S is 
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triple connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all 

triple connected dominating sets is called the triple 

connected domination number of G and is denoted by

 G
ftc

 .Any triple connected dominating set with 
ftc



vertices is called a 
ftc

 set of G. 

C. Fuzzy Equitable Domionating Set 

A subset S of V is called an fuzzy equitable dominating set 

if for every v V-S there exists a vertex u S such that uv

 E (G) and     1degdeg  vu .The minimum 

cardinality of such a dominating set is denoted by 
fe

 and is 

called the fuzzy equitable domination of G.A equitable 

dominating set S is said to be a minimal equitable 

dominating set if no proper subset of S is an equitable 

dominating set. If u V

     uNveveryforvuthatsuch  2degdeg

 then u is in every fuzzy equitable dominating set such 

points are called an equitable isolates and 
fe

I  denotes the 

set of all fuzzy equitable isolates. A fuzzy equitable 

dominating set S of connected graph G is called a fuzzy 

equitable connected dominating set (fecd-set) if the induced 

subgraph S  is connected.The minimum cardinality of a 

fecd-set of G is called an fuzzy equitable connected 

domination number of G is denoted by  G
fec

 . 

III. MAIN RESULTS 

A subset S of V of a fuzzy graph G is said to be fuzzy triple 

connected equitable dominating set. If S is an fuzzy 

equitable dominating set and the induced subgraph S is 

triple connected .The minimum cardinality taken over all 

fuzzy triple connected equitable dominating set is called the 

fuzzy triple connected equitable domination number of G 

and is denoted by  G
ftce

  .Any fuzzy triple connected 

equitable dominating set with 
ftce

 -set of G. 

A. Example 

 
S={v2,v4,v5} is an fuzzy triple connected equitable 

dominating set. 

V-S={ v1,v3,v6, v7,v8} 

S   is connected. 

B. Example 

 
S={d,b,e} is an fuzzy triple connected equitable dominating 

set 

V-S={ a,c,f,g} 

S   is connected. 

From the above examples we obtained the 

following proposition. 

C. Proposition 

For any fuzzy graph G:   G
fe

    GG
ftcefce

   

1) Proof: 

It is clear that for graph G,any fuzzy triple connected 

equitable dominating set S is connected fuzzy equitable 

dominating  also any connected fuzzy equitable dominating 

set is an equitable dominating set. 

D. Theorem 

If a spanning fuzzy subgraph H of a graph G has a fuzzy 

triple connected equitable dominating set, then G also has a 

triple connected equitable dominating set. 

E. Theorem 

Let G be a connected graph and H be a spanning fuzzy 

subgraph of G .If H has a fuzzy triple connected equitable 

dominating set, then     HG
ftceftce

   and the bound is 

sharp. 

F. Example 

 
S = {a, b, c} 
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G. Example 

 

H. Example 

 
For the graph G5 S= S= {b,c,d} is a fuzzy triple connected 

equitable dominating set .So   7.1
5
G

ftce
  for the fuzzy 

spanning subgraph 
55

GofH ,S= dcba ,,, is a fuzzy 

triple connected equitable dominating set so that 

  2.2
5
H

ftce
   

Hence    HG
ftceftce

  . 

I. Remark 

Fuzzy triple connected equitable dominating set doesn’t 

exist for all graphs and if it exists then    3G
ftce  

J. Remark 

The complement of triple connected equitable dominating 

set need not be a triple connected equitable dominating set. 

K. Example 

 

L. Theorem: 

For any Fuzzy graph 
Eftce

pqp   where p,q,

E
 are the order ,size and minimum effective incident 

degree of G respectively. 

1) Proof: 

Let S be a dominating set and 
ftce

 be the minimum fuzzy 

triple connected equitable domination of G .Then the scalar 

cardinality of V-S is less than or equal to the scalar 

cardinality of VV  .Hence 
ftce

qp  .Now let u be 

the vertex with minimum effective incident degree 
E



.Clearly v-{u} is a fuzzy triple connected equitable 

dominating set and hence 

EftceEftce
pqpHencep   . is true for 

any fuzzy graph. 

M. Remark 

If all the vertices having the same membership grade, then 

Eftce
pqp    
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